
15 CHARGEPOINTS
1 GRID CONNECTION



We have designed our chargers to be tough enough to be 
driven over when unplugged. They meet the challenging BS 
EN124:2015 standard which covers gully tops and manhole 
tops for vehicular and pedestrian areas.

This means cars, vans and trucks can drive over the 
chargepoint when it’s not in use, without damaging it. 
Designing to this standard allows creativity in installations 
in unique streetscapes, as well as easing installation 
permission from your local authority.

THE TROJAN CHARGEPOINT 

• Installed flush near the edge of the pavement
• LED lighting for status indication
• Highly vandal/crash resistant
• Enabled by lance 

• Issued to the driver by Trojan Energy
• Stored in car or property
• Linked to personal account
• 3 phase 22kW AC capable
• Lightweight, portable and robust
• Onboard up/downlighting

THE TROJAN LANCE

THE TROJAN CABINET

• Connected to 3 phase supply
• Up to 15 chargepoints
• Connected to cloud services
• Safety functions 
• Public lances
• Smart charging enabled
• Foundation for city wide EV to grid system

THE TROJAN HUB

SYSTEM



Transport Planning teams throughout the UK are 
experiencing rapidly rising requests for on-street electric 
vehicle chargepoints. With limited resources in time and 
money this can be challenging for councils to manage.  
If this describes your situation then please get in touch as 
we believe we can help and we’d be pleased to discuss our 
new options with you.

02 PLANNING
Trojan Energy has a proven process to work with partners 
to establish the optimum location for chargepoints. We 
help you with this process using data from your residents’ 
requests, transport providers, and surveys to ensure the 
charge points are utilised as much as possible. We do not 
use Traffic Regulation/Management Orders for our systems, 
as we install so many chargepoints at once. By removing 
both the need for EV only bays, and the impact on the 
pavement for residents, planning issues and other barriers 
are substantially reduced. 

03 REDUCED TENSION BETWEEN RESIDENTS
By reducing the impact on the pavement and the need for 
EV only bays, our technology enables EV owners to charge 
with a minimum of impact to other residents. We do not 
operate systems that require sanctions to be levied against 
ICE drivers who wish to continue to park outside their home.  
They will be EV drivers soon enough. With other solutions 
like location-based dimming (where a particular chargepoint 
will always reduce the illumination on a lance to a pre-set 
level), and a lance that is designed to conform and bend if 
collided into by a partially sighted individual. 

04 RAPIDLY INCREASE EV ADOPTION 
With 15 chargepoints in one place, comes increased 
confidence of gaining access and benefiting from cheaper 
transportation. The Trojan Energy charging system is a 
realistic route to mass EV adoption throughout your area 
and potential catalyst to a huge reduction in air and noise 
pollution. The presence of one of our systems on the street 
will accelerate local EV uptake. Data from our trial areas 
clearly shows this.

01 FINANCIAL
Our chargepoints are compliant with both OZEV’s  
on-street schemes ORCS (60% funding) and the new LEVI 
programme (50% funding). Hub systems can be delivered 
to councils, on the public highway - or any private entity on 
its own land. Until very recently the pavement was simply 
a cost but the energy transition brings opportunities to 
generate revenue providing services to residents. Trojan’s 
preferred business model is to find ways to share profit 
with stakeholders who have a role to play in the success of 
charging infrastructure. This gives everyone an incentive to 
create effective infrastructure, reliable over the long-term.

WHY CONSIDER A 

TROJAN HUB?



THERE IS A CHARGING HUB NEAR ME.
HOW DO I GET A LANCE? 
Get in touch with us via our website and we will make 
arrangements for you to receive one of our lances.  We’ll 
ask you to register for an account and top it up by an initial 
amount.  We will then permanently lend you the lance for as 
long as you need it.  If you’d like to stop using the service, 
return the lance in decent working condition and settle your 
final account, and we’ll return any outstanding balance and 
close your account.

COMPETITIVE CHARGING RATES
Trojan Energy equipment is competitive with other 22kW 
charging systems but brings many additional advantages. In 
addition to flat and flush chargepoints, the cloud-arbitrated 
charging system allows the development of unique pricing 
models over and above the more traditional payment 
structures.  Recent increases in energy prices have led to 
a certain amount of uncertainty among those wishing to 
switch to an EV. Please speak to us directly to discover how 
this system can reduce the fuel bill for your residents or 
drivers. 

MAINTENANCE
Our system is designed to extremely high standards that 
deliver high reliability and the modular construction makes 
it very easy to maintain. The chargepoint is a cartridge 
and a base unit.  The cartridge can be removed and a new 
one installed within around twenty minutes, by a single 
technician with nothing more than hand tools. The feeder 
cabinet is designed to follow similar principles for ease of 
maintenance. This means systems can be brought back into 
service very quickly if a fault develops. 



TROJAN ENERGY MISSION

To ensure everyone benefits from the energy transition. 

We’re doing our bit for the global effort to reduce 
carbon emissions and improve air quality by supporting 
electrification and the transition to renewable energy. 
We’re doing this by addressing the lack of EV charging 
infrastructure within the urban environment.

We’re Charging Towards Net Zero. 
Get in touch and join us in this journey.

info@trojan.energy
     trojan.energy

TE-HUB-2210


